CELLAR DOOR PRICE LIST
Prices valid from 1 January 2022
Per case of 6 x 750ml (unless otherwise stated)

VAT INCLUSIVE

GRAHAM BECK CAP CLASSIQUE PORTFOLIO

Bottle

Case

R 190.00

R 1140.00

R 190.00

R 1140.00

R 190.00

R 1140.00

R 190.00

R 1140.00

R 350.00

R 2100.00

R 350.00

R 2100.00

R 350.00

R 2100.00

R 980.00

R 2940.00

NON-VINTAGE COLLECTION

Graham Beck Brut NV
An iconic sparkling wine that has carved out a niche in the history books - affectionately dubbed the “President’s Choice”, the Brut NV was served at both Nelson Mandela’s
inauguration and to celebrate Barack Obama’s presidential nomination. With its light yeasty aromas, limey fresh fruit on the nose and rich creamy complexity on the palate,
the Brut NV is intended to cleanse the palate, stimulate the taste buds and entice you to progress to the ‘next level’ in your tasting journey.

Graham Beck Brut Rosé NV
Exuberance, flair and elegance in abundance are all hallmarks of this charming and exhilarating Rosé Cap Classique. A lengthy lees time resulted in subtle yeasty characters
with a burst of fruit flavour. The fine, lively mousse is brisk on the palate, showing hints of oyster shell, fresh lavender and subtle hints of berry and cherry. Fun and versatile,
yet simultaneously satisfyingly complex, the Brut Rosé is an anywhere, anytime Cap Classique.

Graham Beck Bliss Nectar NV
In the pursuit of the perfect bubble, at Graham Beck our passion and pride shine through in every meticulous step to craft Méthode Cap Classiques which define elegance
and complexity. This delectable demi-sec is a delight for the senses with its enchanting hints of butterscotch, honey and praline - the ultimate indulgence for those who
prefer their Cap Classique slightly sweeter.

Graham Beck Bliss Nectar Rosé NV
In the pursuit of the perfect bubble, at Graham Beck our passion and pride shine through in every meticulous step to craft Méthode Cap Classiques which define elegance
and complexity. This seductively smooth Rosé is a delight for the senses with its delectable strawberry aromas complemented by hints of spiced peach with subtle floral
nuances – the ultimate indulgence for those who prefer their Cap Classique slightly sweeter.

VINTAGE COLLECTION

Graham Beck Blanc de Blancs Vintage
One of the country’s most awarded sparkling wines, the Blanc de Blancs has received numerous prestigious accolades, one of which was being voted best bottle fermented
sparkling wine in the world at the International Wine and Spirits Competition. This distinguished Cap Classique was crafted from hand selected Chardonnay clones on the
Robertson Estate, with it’s exceptional terroir and naturally limestone rich soils.

Graham Beck Brut Pinot Noir Rosé Vintage
A pioneering first for South Africa, whereby both varietals, Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, were whole bunch pressed together – this award-winning Cap Classique proves its
pedigree time and again both in local and international wine competitions. The Pinot Noir lends a berry-laden ripeness and subtle spiciness while the Chardonnay contributes
creamy complexity. The delightful salmon-pink hue of the Vintage Rosé perfectly complements the sumptuous strawberry notes and rich creamy complexity on the palate.

Graham Beck Ultra Brut Vintage
Previously known as Brut Zero, this ultra-dry Cap Classique was crafted without the use of additional sugar in the dosage - the absence thereof allows the exceptional intrinsic
qualities of the wine and its terroir to shine through more clearly. The Graham Beck Cap Classique craftsmen always maintain that making a sparkling wine with no sugar is
like walking a tightrope, there are no room for errors. Ultra Brut is pure and honest – a true testimony of extraordinary fundamental excellence.

ARTISAN COLLECTION

Yin and Yang (6 x 750ml) *on allocation

Yin (a blend of 60% Pinot Noir and 40% Chardonnay) and its counterpart Yang (a blend of 60% Chardonnay and 40% Pinot Noir) celebrate life’s compelling and captivating
contrasts – proving that opposites can co-exist and complement each other perfectly. Both blends highlight these two cultivars’ unique and subtle interplay, and the magic
they bring to the sum of the parts. The nature of this extraordinary relationship lies in the captivating chemistry between these two varieties.

Duo Pack

ICON COLLECTION

Graham Beck Cuvée Clive (3 x 750ml)
The epitome of ultimate exclusivity and supreme elegance, this extraordinary Cap Classique showcases our craft in all its exacting and passionate attention to detail. The
Cuvée Clive exudes polished poise, prestige and unmatchable complexity, with all the finesse necessary to make it the consummate partner to life’s more cherished moments.
This benchmark Cap Classique is produced only in exceptional vintages and in extremely limited quantities, using only the highest quality juice (tête de cuvée) from the first
ultra gentle whole bunch pressing.

R 780.00

R 2340.00

R 120.00

R 1440.00

R 360.00

R 1440.00

R 580.00

R 2320.00

R 580.00

R 2320.00

R 580.00

R 2320.00

R 850.00

R 3400.00

R 1650.00

R 1650.00

R 1400.00

R 1400.00

VARIOUS BOTTLE SIZES AND SPECIAL RELEASES

Graham Beck Brut NV 375ml (12 x 375ml)
This 375ml makes the perfect pint-sized companion, serving a conveniently packaged and elegantly presented two glasses of delectable Brut NV Cap Classique. This iconic
bubbly, the choice of presidents, princes and pop stars, epitomises Graham Beck’s passionate pursuit of the perfect bubble – a journey of dedication and meticulous attention
to detail.

Graham Beck Brut NV Magnum (4 x 1.5L)
A magnum embodies the spirit of celebration. There is a certain sense of theatre to pouring them and the larger format creates an impressive air of generosity and
conviviality. They make an impressive addition to any wine lover’s repertoire and are guaranteed to be the highlight of any special occasion. The Brut NV magnum has light
yeasty aromas and secondary tones of limey fresh fruit on the nose, with rich creamy complexity on the palate.

Graham Beck Blanc de Blancs Vintage (4 x 1.5L)
A magnum embodies the spirit of celebration. There is a certain sense of theatre to pouring them and the larger format creates an impressive air of generosity and
conviviality. They make an impressive addition to any wine lover’s repertoire and are guaranteed to be the highlight of any special occasion. The Blanc de Blancs magnum
exudes hints of brioche and a yeasty complexity that are complemented by rich aromas of fresh lime and ripe apricot fruit with an explosion of tangerines on the palate.

Graham Beck Brut Pinot Noir Rosé Vintage Magnum (4 x 1.5L)
A Magnum embodies the spirit of celebration. There is a certain sense of theatre to pouring them, and this exceptional component makes the
perfect centrepiece for the dinner table. The Pinot Noir lends a berry-laden ripeness and subtle spiciness while the Chardonnay contributes creamy
complexity. The delightful salmon-pink hue of the Vintage Rosé perfectly complements the sumptuous strawberry notes and rich creamy complexity
on the palate.

Graham Beck Ultra Brut Vintage Magnum (4 x 1.5L)
A Magnum embodies the spirit of celebration. There is a certain sense of theatre to pouring them, and this exceptional component makes the perfect centrepiece for the
dinner table. Previously known as Brut Zero, this ultra-dry Cap Classique was crafted without the use of additional sugar in the dosage - the absence thereof allows the
exceptional intrinsic qualities of the wine and its terroir to shine through more clearly.

Graham Beck 30th Celebratory Magnum (4 x 1.5L)
A magnum embodies the spirit of celebration. There is a certain sense of theatre to pouring them and the larger format creates an impressive air of generosity and
conviviality. They make an impressive addition to any wine lover’s repertoire and are guaranteed to be the highlight of any special occasion. The Brut NV magnum has light
yeasty aromas and secondary tones of limey fresh fruit on the nose, with rich creamy complexity on the palate.

Yin and Yang Magnum Duo (2 x 1.5L) *On Allocation
A Magnum embodies the spirit of celebration. There is a certain sense of theatre to pouring them, and this exceptional component makes the perfect centrepiece for the
dinner table. Yin (a blend of 60% Pinot Noir and 40% Chardonnay) and its counterpart Yang (a blend of 60% Chardonnay and 40% Pinot Noir) celebrate life’s compelling
and captivating contrasts – proving that opposites can co-exist and complement each other perfectly. Both blends highlight these two cultivars’ unique and subtle interplay,
and the magic they bring to the sum of the parts. The nature of this extraordinary relationship lies in the captivating chemistry between these two varieties.

Graham Beck Cuvée Clive Magnum (1 x 1.5L)
A Magnum embodies the spirit of celebration. There is a certain sense of theatre to pouring them, and this exceptional component makes the perfect centrepiece for the
dinner table. The Cuvée Clive exudes polished poise, prestige and unmatchable complexity, with all the finesse necessary to make it the consummate partner to life’s more
cherished moments. This benchmark Cap Classique is produced only in exceptional vintages and in extremely limited quantities, using only the highest quality juice (tête de
cuvée) from the first ultra gentle whole bunch pressing.
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